
NEW CRAFT ---ONE TIME ONLY!! 

 CREATE YOUR OWN MARBELIZED SILK SCARF!!!! 

SEPTEMBER 24, 2017 - 1:00 - 4:00 - $38.50 - check made out to CWHOAAF. 

History of Printing on Silk:  The art of taking a print from ink floating on water was first developed 
in Japan and by the 12th century the art of Suminagashi had been established. In the beginning of the 15th 
century the art of marbling would make its entrance into Turkey by way of the Silk Road where the use of 
all an all water based art form was developed.  Ebru or Turkish Marbling is a classical marbling technique 
producing one-of-a-kind floating pictures.  Choosing from a wide variety of colors, liquid paints are 
placed on top of a thickened transparent fluid bath, creating a unique color palette, which can then be 
manipulated to create an endless array of designs. This is done using combs, rakes and hand held styluses.  
Beautiful patterns and various other effects are created by drawing through a second application of paint 
that is placed directly on top of the first . Finally, a single print of the composed design is transferred to 
paper or silk. 

History from “Create Your Own Silk Scarf” Company: 

We developed these programs so participants could create beautiful, high quality, wearable art for themselves, and to 
introduce a one of a kind, hand marbled silk scarf fashion line.  We are a privately owned art program, and not affiliated 
with any other scarf painting programs of its kind. We are the ORIGINAL CREATORS and use only the highest quality silk 
and specially developed paints that will not change the hand of the silk.  Our scarves (15x72 inches) are 100% silk 
guaranteed to never run, wash out (hand washable), or fade. 
 

 
Held in Arts & Crafts Room----Questions:  Betty - 732-560-8387 

 
 
NAME:_______________________________________E-mail__________________ 
 
PHONE:______________________________________ADDRESS:______________________ 
Watch the You Tube Video for an idea of the process:   http://youtu.be/Hxmw0Nt2s6s 
 
Scraf flyer 


